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The Web Application Hacker's Handbook: Discovering and Exploiting Security FlawsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	Hack the planet


	Web applications are everywhere, and they're insecure. Banks, retailers, and others have deployed millions of applications that are full of holes, allowing attackers to steal personal data, carry out fraud, and compromise other systems. This innovative book shows you how they do it.

...
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mod_perl Developer's Cookbook (Developer's Library)Sams Publishing, 2002
mod_perl is a unique piece of software that wholly integrates the power of Perl with the flexibility and stability of the Apache Web server. With mod_perl, developers can harness the power of the full Apache API and develop Web applications quickly and without sacrificing performance. 

The mod_perl Developer's Cookbook teaches...
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Ubuntu Certified Professional Study Guide (Exam LPI 199) (Book & CD Rom)McGraw-Hill, 2008
The Best Fully Integrated Study System Available for Exam LPI 199
With hundreds of practice questions and hands-on exercises, Ubuntu Certified Professional Study Guide covers what you need to know--and shows you how to prepare--for this challenging exam. 

	100% complete coverage of all official...
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The Definitive Guide to GCC, Second EditionApress, 2006

	The GNU Compiler Collection (GCC) offers a variety of compilers for different programming languages including C, C++, Java, Fortran, and Ada. The Definitive Guide to GCC, Second Edition has been revised to reflect the changes made in the most recent major GCC release, version 4. Providing in-depth information on GCC's enormous...
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Linux Transfer for Windows Network Admins: A Roadmap for Building a Linux File ServerHentzenwerke Publishing, 2003
Delving into how the Linux operating system is constructed and how it works, this book takes the point of view of an administrator experienced in Windows architecture. Covered are the installation and configuration of a network file server as well as user management and file and directory sharing. In addition, information is provided on...
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Hybrid Cloud Management with Red Hat CloudFormsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Build, manage, and control an open hybrid cloud infrastructure using Red Hat CloudForms


	About This Book

	
		Understand the infrastructure management capabilities through monitoring and tracking techniques
	
		Control the hybrid cloud infrastructure using policies and define actions based on...
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Apache Server 2 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
"Kabir has done it again! The Apache Server 2 Bible is an invaluable reference for both beginning and experienced administrators." —Elizabeth Zinkann, Sys Admin Magazine Contributing Editor and Review Columnist
	Configure Apache Server for a Linux/Unix or Win32 system
	Leverage Apache using SSI, CGI, PHP,...
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CFO Techniques: A Hands-on Guide to Keeping Your Business Solvent and SuccessfulApress, 2011

	CFO Techniques: A Hands-on Guide to Keeping Your Business Solvent and Successful is a comprehensive and instructive working manual for multitasking chief financial officers and controllers working in the fast-paced commercial environment. Every senior financial professional with an ever-broadening span of control...
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Red Hat Fedora Linux SecretsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Learn how to release the full potential of Red Hat Fedora Linux and install the latest release of Fedora Core (FC4) with this comprehensive guide. Within these pages, you'll be privy to valuable secrets contained in FC4: yum, up2date, mandatory access control with Security Enhanced Linux, and improved device handling with udev. You'll go behind the...
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WordPress 3 Search Engine OptimizationPackt Publishing, 2011

	WordPress is a powerful and effective open source web publishing platform that enables anyone, regardless of computer skills, to create and maintain a world-class website. Millions of people worldwide have adopted WordPress, and its popularity continues to increase. In February of 2011, WordPress.org reported over 32.5 million downloads of...
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SUSE Linux 9 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
If SUSE Linux 9 can do it, you can do it, too ...
    SUSE is the oldest commercial Linux distribution, favored in Europe and rapidly gaining popularity in the United States. Whether you're just discovering Linux or switching from another distribution, this comprehensive reference gives you not only the "how-to" information, but also...
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Hacking Exposed Web Applications, 2nd Ed.McGraw-Hill, 2006
Implement bulletproof e-business security the proven Hacking Exposed way

Defend against the latest Web-based attacks by looking at your Web applications through the eyes of a malicious intruder. Fully revised and updated to cover the latest Web exploitation techniques, Hacking Exposed Web Applications, Second Edition shows you,...
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